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FROM

DMA/USPS-T4-12.
At page 28 of his testimony, USPS witness Moeller (USPS-T-36)
refers to the “Postal Service’s concern regarding its letter automation program” (lines l2) and cites your testimony as support for the proposition that a.zero percent passthrough of the letter/nonletter differential is appropriate in light of this concern. See also
the testimony of USPS witness O’Hara (USPS-T-30) at page 36.
a. Please confirm that, under the USPS proposal, a mailer of Standard (A) letters with
density adequate to meet Basic ECR requirements would have four choices: (1)
apply barcodes and sort the mail to five digits, in which case he would pay 16.0
cents per piece; (2) sort the mail to ECR specifications and ‘apply a barcode, in
which case he would pay 15.7 cents per piece for pieces destined flor delivery
offices where either a CSBCS was available or where letters were s,equenced
manually and pay 16.0 cents per piece for the remaining pieces; (3) sort his mail to
ECR specifications (without adding a barcode) and pay 16.4 cents per piece; or (4)
neither sort to ECR specifications nor add a bamode, in which case his mail would
travel at the “Presort-3/5-Digit” level, and he would be charged 20.9 cents per piece.
b. Would it be fair to conclude from the Postal Service’s proposals in tl%s case that, for
letters, mailer-applied barcodes yield cost savings to the Postal Service at least 0.4
cents per piece greater than carrier route presortation? Please explain fully any “no”
answer.
RESPONSE:
a. Yes, these are the primary options available within Standard Mail (A). Three-digit
automation is also a possibility; five-digit preparation

is not required for automation

b. No. The two rate categories to which this question presumably
automation

and ECR Basic, are in two separate subclasses.

refers, 5-digit

The rates for these two

categories, therefore, are derived separately as described in my tes’timony at pages
6-31, and the difference between the rates is not based on a cost avoidance
methodology.
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